(54) PROCEDE DE CORRECTION D'IMAGE DYNAMIQUE ET
CIRCUIT DE CORRECTION D'IMAGE DYNAMIQUE POUR
ECRAN

(54) DYNAMIC IMAGE CORRECTION METHOD AND DYNAMIC
IMAGE CORRECTION CIRCUIT FOR DISPLAY

10 ... Motion vector detection unit
12 ... image signal input
14 ... High speed dynamic image correction unit
16 ... Low speed dynamic image correction unit
18 ... Switching unit
20 ... image output

(57) L'invention concerne un dispositif d'affichage permettant d'afficher une image à gradation multiniveaux, qui opère par division d'une trame en plusieurs sous-champs par rapport au temps, et par commande des sous-champs correspondant aux niveaux de luminance de signaux d'image d'entrée de façon

(57) A display device which displays a multilevel gradation image by dividing a frame into a plurality of subfields in respect of time and by allowing the subfields corresponding to the luminance levels of the input image signals to emit light, comprising a motion vector detection unit (10) which detects the motion vector
qu’ils émettent de la lumière. Le dispositif comporte une unité de détection (19) de vecteur de mouvement permettant de détecter le vecteur de mouvement qui exprime le mouvement d’un bloc, d’une trame à la suivante; une unité de correction d’image (14) grande vitesse et une unité de correction d’image (16) faible vitesse permettant de corriger le signal d’image d’entrée au moyen d’un dispositif de correction d’image dynamique, lesdites unités étant appropriées pour les cas respectifs où la valeur du vecteur de mouvement détecté est supérieure ou inférieure à une valeur préétablie S, et permettant de produire un signal de sortie d’image corrigé; une unité de commutation (18) permettant de sélectionner le signal de sortie de l’unité de correction d’image (14) grande vitesse ou celui de unité de l’unité de correction d’image (16) faible vitesse, en vue de produire le signal sélectionné sur l’écran selon que la valeur du vecteur de mouvement détecté est ou n’est pas supérieure à la valeur préétablie S. En conséquence, il est possible de corriger de façon optimale à la fois la partie d’image dynamique grande vitesse et la partie d’image dynamique faible vitesse.

which expresses the motion of a block from one frame to the next, a high speed dynamic image correction unit (14) and a low speed dynamic image correction unit (16) which correct the input image signal by dynamic image correcting means which are suitable for the respective cases when the value of the detected motion vector is larger than a preset value S and when it is smaller than the preset value S and output the corrected input image signal, and a switching unit (18) which selects either the output signal of the high speed dynamic image correction unit (14) or the output signal of the low speed dynamic image correction unit (16) to output the selected signal to the display in accordance with whether or not the value of the detected motion vector is larger than the preset value S. As a result, both the high speed dynamic image part and the low speed dynamic image part of the image can be optimally corrected.
Title: DYNAMIC IMAGE CORRECTION METHOD AND DYNAMIC IMAGE CORRECTION CIRCUIT FOR DISPLAY

Abstract

A display device which displays a multilevel gradation image by dividing a frame into a plurality of subfields in respect of time and by allowing the subfields corresponding to the luminance levels of the input image signals to emit light, comprising a motion vector detection unit (10) which detects the motion vector which expresses the motion of a block from one frame to the next, a high speed dynamic image correction unit (14) and a low speed dynamic image correction unit (16) which correct the input image signal by dynamic image correcting means which are suitable for the respective cases when the value of the detected motion vector is larger than a preset value S and when it is smaller than the preset value S and output the corrected input image signal, and a switching unit (18) which selects either the output signal of the high speed dynamic image correction unit (14) or the output signal of the low speed dynamic image correction unit (16) to output the selected signal to the display in accordance with whether or not the value of the detected motion vector is larger than the preset value S. As a result, both the high speed dynamic image part and the low speed dynamic image part of the image can be optimally corrected.
Dynamic Image Correction Method And
Dynamic Image Correction Circuit For Display

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

A display device which displays a multilevel gradation image by dividing a frame into a plurality of subfields in respect of time and by allowing the subfields corresponding to the luminance levels of the input image signals to emit light, comprising a motion vector detection unit 10 which detects the motion vector which expresses the motion of a block from one frame to the next, a high speed dynamic image correction unit 14 and a low speed dynamic image correction unit 16 which correct the input image signal by dynamic image correcting means which are suitable for the respective cases when the value of the detected motion vector is larger than a preset value S and when it is smaller than the preset value S and output the corrected input image signal, and a switching unit 18 which elects either the output signal of the high speed dynamic image correction unit 14 or the output signal of the low speed dynamic image correction unit 16 to output the selected signal to the display in accordance with whether or not the value of the detected motion vector is larger than the preset value S. As a result, both the high speed dynamic image part and the low speed dynamic image part of the image can be optimally corrected.
A display device which displays a multilevel gradation image by dividing a frame into a plurality of subfields in respect of time and by allowing the subfields corresponding to the luminance levels of the input image signals to emit light, comprising a motion vector detection unit 10 which detects the motion vector which expresses the motion of a block from one frame to the next, a high speed dynamic image correction unit 14 and a low speed dynamic image correction unit 16 which correct the input image signal by dynamic image correcting means which are suitable for the respective cases when the value of the detected motion vector is larger than a preset value S and when it is smaller than the preset value S and output the corrected input image signal, and a switching unit 18 which selects either the output signal of the high speed dynamic image correction unit 14 or the output signal of the low speed dynamic image correction unit 16 to output the selected signal to the display in accordance with whether or not the value of the detected motion vector is larger than the preset value S. As a result, both the high speed dynamic image part and the low speed dynamic image part of the image can be optimally corrected.
proposed.

Drive sequence and drive waveform of the PDP to be used in this method, for example in the case of 8 bits and 256 gradations, are as shown in Fig.1(a) and (b) respectively.

In Fig.1(a), one frame comprises 8 subfields SF1, SF2, SF3, SF4, SF5, SF6, SF7 and SF8 having luminance ratios of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, and display of 256 gradations is available by combining the luminances of 8 images.

In Fig.1(b), each subfield comprises an address period for writing the data for 1 image and a sustain period for determining the luminance level of the subfield. During the address period, initial wall charge is formed simultaneously for each of the pixels of all the images, and then sustain pulse is given to all the images for display. The brightness of the subfield is proportional to the number of the sustain pulse and set to a predetermined luminance. The 256-gradation display is made available in this way.

When displaying a dynamic image by using an address display separation type display device as is described previously, input video signal (original signal) is a discrete signal, which is sampled for each frame (or field), thereby giving rise to a problem such as degradation of picture quality resulting from the visual disagreement in the direction of the movement of the dynamic image and the presence of the level not in accordance with the original signal. The dynamic image correction according to the prior art has been made by applying only one predetermined dynamic image correction method on the basis of the input video signal, regardless of the rate of the movement of block during one frame or during a plurality of frames. Here, one block
means an area of image formed with one or a plurality of picture elements, e.g., 2×2 picture elements.

According to the case of the prior art described above, however, the dynamic image is corrected by using only one same dynamic image correction method regardless of rapid moving part of dynamic image (hereinafter referred to as "rapid moving dynamic image part") and slow moving part of dynamic image (hereinafter referred to as "slow moving dynamic image part"), thereby causing a problem such that, when the dynamic image correction method is adapted for the rapid moving dynamic image part, correction for the slow moving dynamic image part becomes insufficient and vice versa.

The present invention, devised, in consideration of the problem of the prior art, for the display device having one frame divided into a plurality of subfields which emit light according to luminance level of input video signal for displaying multi-gradation image, is designed to provide a dynamic image correction method and a dynamic image correction circuit capable of effecting optimum dynamic image correction for both the rapid moving dynamic image part and the slow moving dynamic image part.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

In the dynamic image correction method according to the present invention, for display device wherein one frame is divided into a plurality of subfields which emit light according to luminance level of input video signal for the display of multi-gradation image, the moving vector of the block during one frame or the blocks during a plurality of frames is or are detected, and, depending on whether the value of
detected moving vector is larger than the preset value $S$ or not, either a signal obtained by correcting input video signal by the rapid moving dynamic image correction means or a signal obtained by correcting input video signal by the slow moving dynamic image correction means is selectively output to the display device.

When the value of the moving vector detected on the basis of input video signal is larger than the preset value $S$, the input video signal is corrected by the rapid moving dynamic image correction means for output to the display device, while when the value of the detected moving vector is smaller than the preset value $S$, the input video signal is corrected by the slow moving dynamic image correction means for output to the display device, whereby an optimum dynamic image correction can be accomplished for both the rapid moving dynamic image part and slow moving dynamic image part to be displayed on the display device.

Further, according to the dynamic image correction method of the present invention, the rapid moving dynamic image correction means not only selects the light emitted from corresponding subfields among $n$ number of subfields, $SF_n$, $SF(n-1)$, ..., $SF_1$, which constitute one frame, according to the luminance level of input video signal but also corrects the display positions of the $n$ number of subfields $SF_n$ to $SF_1$ in each frame of input video signal depending on the value of detected moving vector, while the slow moving dynamic image correction means selects the light emitted from the subfields $SF(n-1)$, ..., $SF_1$ and $SF_1a$, $SF_1a$ being adjacent to $SF_1$ and having a luminance ratio equivalent to that of $SF_1$, which constitute one frame, only when the luminance levels of input video signal has varied from $2^{(n-1)}-1$ to $2^{(n-1)}$, but selects the
light emitted from the corresponding subfields among \( n \) number of subfields, \( SF_n \sim SF_1 \) not including the subfield \( SF_{1a} \) with respect to the luminance levels other than those described previously. Therefore, when the value of detected moving vector is larger than the preset value \( S \), the display positions of the subfields \( SF_n \sim SF_1 \) can be made to match with the visual path of the eye of a person watching the dynamic image. On the other hand, when the value of detected moving vector is smaller than the preset value \( S \), the light emitted from the subfields, \( SF(n-1) \sim SF_1 \) and \( SF_{1a} \) (e.g., \( SF_3, SF_2, SF_1 \) and \( SF_{1a} \)) is selected by the slow moving dynamic image correction means with respect to luminance level at \( 2^{(n-1)} \) (e.g., 8 when \( n=4 \)) resulting when a luminance level has varied slightly from \( 2^{(n-1)}-1 \) (e.g., 7) to a luminance level at \( 2^{(n-1)} \) (e.g., 8), thereby eliminating large variation of luminance.

The dynamic image correction circuit of present invention, incorporated into the display device wherein one frame is divided into a plurality of subfields on time-sharing basis for emitting light from the subfields according to luminance level of input video signal to display multi-gradation image, comprises a moving vector detector for detecting the moving vector of the block during one frame or moving vector of the block during a plurality of frames, a rapid moving dynamic image corrector for correcting for output an input video signal by using a proper dynamic image correction means when the value of the moving vector detected by the moving vector detector is larger than preset value \( S \), a slow moving dynamic image corrector for correcting for output an input video signal by using a proper dynamic image correction means and a discriminating selector for discriminating an output signal from the rapid moving dynamic image corrector from an output signal.
from the slow moving dynamic image corrector for output to the display device depending on whether the value of the moving vector detected by the moving vector detector is larger or smaller than the preset value S. The discriminating selector outputs the input video signal corrected by the rapid moving dynamic image corrector to the display device when the value of detected moving vector is larger than the preset value S and outputs the input video signal corrected by the slow moving dynamic image corrector to the display device when the value of detected moving vector is smaller than the preset value S, so that an optimum dynamic image correction can be accomplished for both the rapid moving dynamic image part and the slow moving dynamic image part to be displayed on the display device.

The dynamic image correction circuit according to the present invention is designed so that the rapid moving dynamic image corrector not only selects the light emitted from corresponding subfields among n number of subfields SFn ~ SF1 constituting one frame and having luminance ratios \(2^{(n-1)}\) through \(2^0(=n-n)\) according to the luminance level of the input video signal but also corrects display positions of n number of subfields SFn ~ SF1 for each frame of input video signal depending on the value of moving vector detected by the moving vector detector, while the slow moving dynamic image corrector selects the light emitted from the subfields, SF(n-1),... SF1, SF1a, constituting one frame and having luminance ratios \(2^{(n-1)}\), \(2^{(n-2)}\), ... \(2^0(=n-n)\), only when the luminance level of input video signal has varied from \(2^{(n-1)}\). 1 to \(2^{(n-1)}\) and also selects the light emitted from corresponding subfields among n number of subfields, SFn ~ SF1, not including subfield SF1a, as to the luminance level other than those prescribed
previously.

Therefore, when the value of detected moving vector is larger than the preset value S, the display positions of the subfields, SFn~SF1 can be made to match with the visual path of the eye of a person watching the dynamic image by using the rapid moving dynamic image corrector. On the other hand, when the value of detected moving vector is smaller than the preset value S, the light emitted from the subfields, SF(n-1) ~ SF1 and SF1a (e.g., SF3, SF2, SF1 and SF1a) is selected by the slow moving dynamic image corrector with respect to the luminance level at $2^{(n-1)}$ resulting when the luminance level has slightly varied from a luminance level at $2^{(n-1)}-1$ (e.g., 7 when n=4) to $2^{(n-1)}$ (e.g., 8), thereby eliminating large variation of luminance.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

Fig.1 illustrates the address display separation type drive method, wherein (a) is a diagram illustrating the drive sequence for 256-gradation image, while (b) is a diagram illustrating drive waveform.

Fig.2 shows the dynamic image correction circuit for practicing the dynamic image correction method for display device as an embodiment of the invention.

Fig.3 is a diagram illustrating the drive sequence of the address display separation type drive method when n=4 is given for convenience in illustrating the dynamic image correcting function of the slow moving dynamic image corrector shown in Fig.2.

Fig.4 schematically illustrates the dynamic image Correcting function of the rapid moving dynamic image corrector shown in Fig.2.

Fig.5 shows a comparative embodiment to that shown Fig.4 and
schematically illustrates a case where rapid moving dynamic image correction is not employed.

Fig.6 schematically illustrates the dynamic image Correcting function of the slow moving dynamic image corrector shown in Fig.2.

Fig.7 shows a comparative embodiment to that shown in Fig.6, wherein (a) illustrates the drive sequence of the subfield method applied to a case of 16-gradation display, while (b) schematically illustrates a case where slow moving dynamic image correction is not applied.

**BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION**

The present invention will be described in detail referring to accompanying drawings.

Fig.2 shows an embodiment of the dynamic image correction circuit for carrying out the dynamic image correction method for the display device according to the present invention.

In Fig.2, reference numeral 10 denotes the moving vector detector, which detects and outputs the moving vector (direction and amount of movement) of the block (e.g., 2×2 picture elements) during one frame or the blocks during a plurality of frames on the basis of the video signal input to input terminal 12. For instance, on the bases of the video signals of the present frame and preceding frame, the moving vector of the block to be corrected for the image of the present frame of the PDP is detected and output by the moving vector detector.

Reference numeral 14 denotes the rapid moving dynamic image corrector, which corrects the video signal input to the input terminal 12 by proper dynamic image correction means and outputs the corrected
video signal, when the value of the moving vector detected by the moving vector detector 10 is larger (e.g., equal to or larger than S) than the preset value S (e.g., 2 dots/frame).

Reference numeral 16 denotes the slow moving dynamic image corrector, which corrects the video signal input to the input terminal 12 by proper dynamic image correction means and outputs the corrected video signal, when the value of the moving vector detected by the moving vector detector 10 is smaller than the preset value S (e.g., S or less).

Reference numeral 18 denotes the discriminating selector, which selectively outputs the signal output from the rapid moving dynamic image corrector 14 or the signal output from the slow moving dynamic image corrector 16 to output terminal 20, depending on whether the value of the moving vector detected by the moving vector detector 10 is larger or smaller than the preset value S.

The rapid moving dynamic image corrector 14 has a construction, for example, substantially the same as that of corresponding rapid moving dynamic image corrector for the dynamic image correction method and the dynamic image corrector according to (Japanese Patent Application Publication No.H7-317508(317508/1995)), the application theretofore having already been filed by the present applicant. That is, the rapid moving dynamic image corrector 14, comprising a data conversion circuit for converting input n-bit video signal into display data of subfields SFn ~ SF1 and a ROM (read-only memory) for outputting the data representing the corrected display positions of the subfields SFn ~ SF1 with address represented by the detected moving vector, not only selects the light emitted from the corresponding
subfields among the \( n \) number of subfields \( SF_n \sim SF_1 \) according to the luminance level of video signal input to the input terminal 12 but also outputs the signal corrected as to the display positions of subfields \( SF_n \sim SF_1 \) of each frame of input video signal according to the value of the moving vector detected by the moving vector detector 10.

The slow moving dynamic image corrector 16 has a construction, for example, substantially the same as that of the corresponding slow moving dynamic image corrector incorporated into the display device drive method according to Japanese Patent Application Publication No.H7-108191(108191/1995) which has been filed by the present inventor. That is, the slow moving dynamic image corrector 16 is designed to select the light emitted from \( n \) number of subfields, \( SF(n-1) \), \( SF(n-2) \), \ldots \( SF_1 \) and adjacent \( SF_1a \), composing one frame and having luminance ratios \( 2^{(n-1)} \), \( 2^{(n-2)} \), \ldots \( 2^{0(=n-n)} \), only when the luminance level of the video signal, which has been input to the terminal 12, has varied from \( 2^{(n-1)-1} \) to \( 2^{(n-1)} \), and also selects the light emitted from the corresponding subfields among \( n \) number of subfields, \( SF_n \sim SF_1 \), not including the subfield \( SF_1a \), with respect to the luminance level other than that described previously.

Next, the functions of the components shown in Fig.2 will be described referring to Figs.3 through 7.

(1) First, referring to Figs.4 and 5, the corrective function for the rapid moving dynamic image, when the value of the moving vector detected by the moving vector detector 10 is larger than the present value \( S \) (e.g., 2 dots/frame), will be explained.

For convenience of explanation, as shown in Fig.7(a), assume that one frame is composed of 4 subfields \((n = 4)\ SF_4, SF_3, SF_2 \) and \( SF_1 \)
with luminance ratios of $2^3$, $2^2$, $2^1$ and $2^0$, and the block of dynamic image relating to input video signal with luminance level 15 is to move in a predetermined direction at a rate of 5 dots (or 5 picture elements) per frame. Since the value (5 dots/frame) of the moving vector detected by the moving vector detector 10 is larger than the preset value $S$ (e.g., 2 dots/frame), the signal output from the rapid moving dynamic image corrector 14 through the discriminating selector 18 is delivered to the display device (e.g., PDP) through the output terminal 20.

(2) As shown in Fig.4, the signal output from the rapid moving dynamic image corrector 14 not only makes all the subfields SF4 – SF1 emit light but also generates a signal corrected so that the display positions of subfields SF4 – SF1 of each frame come within the range between solid lines a and b, corresponding to the detected moving vector (5 dots/frame). That is, the signal is corrected for moving subfield SF4 by 0 dot (i.e., remains at the original position) subfield SF3 by 2 dots, subfields SF2 and SF1 by 3 dots and 4 dots respectively.

Therefore, the maximum deviation $z_m$ can be reduced to less than half the maximum deviation $Z_M$ (Fig.5) where display position is not corrected, thereby preventing vagueness in the case of monochrome display and color divergence in the case of color display.

Further, in Fig.4, the diagonal solid lines a and b represent the paths along which the block of dynamic image moving at a rate of 5 dots/frame is followed by the eye of a viewer, while the diagonal dotted lines represent the paths along which the block of dynamic image moving at a rate of 8 dots/frame is followed by the eye of a viewer. Further, Fig.5 shows a comparative example, in which the dynamic image correction method is not employed (i.e., the case where subfield...
display position correction is not applied).

(3) Next, referring to Figs. 6 and 7, explanation will be made as to the function in the case where the value of moving vector detected by the moving vector detector 10 is smaller than the preset value S (e.g., 2 dots/frame).

For convenience of explanation, assume that one frame is composed of 4 subfields (n = 4) SF4, SF3, SF2, SF1 with luminance ratios of $2^3$, $2^2$, $2^1$, $2^0$ and an adjacent subfield SF1a with luminance ratio of $2^0$.

In this case, the Value of moving vector detected by the moving vector detector 10 is smaller than the preset value S, so that the signal output from the slow moving dynamic image corrector 16 through the discriminating selector 18 is delivered to display device (e.g., PDP) through the output terminal 20.

(3a) First, explanation will be made as to the effect of the invention in the case where luminance level varies from 7 to 8 as the result of error diffusion processing or the like.

The signal output from the slow moving dynamic image corrector 16 with luminance level 7 becomes a signal for bringing about the emission of light by the subfields SF3, SF2 and SF1 as illustrated by the left side of the change point in Fig. 6, while the signal, with luminance level 8 that varied from luminance level 7, becomes a signal for causing the emission of light by subfields SF3, SF2, SF1 and SF1a as illustrated by the right side from the change point in Fig. 6.

Therefore, at the point where luminance level varies from 7 to 8, value of bit varies from 01110 to 01111 and the emission of light will not continue, so that there will be no substantial variation of luminance such as that causing disagreement with the variation of original signal,
thereby preventing the degradation of picture quality.

In contrast, as shown in Fig.7(a), when one frame is composed of only 4 subfields SF4 ~ SF1 without adding subfield SF1a, at the point at which luminance level varies from 7 to 8, as shown in Fig.7(b), the value of bit varies from 0111 to 1000 to continue the emission of light, and the luminance level at the change point becomes about twice the luminance level 7 or 8, thereby causing a problem such as the disagreement with the variation of original signal.

(3b) Next, explanation will be made as to the case other than the case described in (3a). In this case, the signal output from the slow moving dynamic image corrector 16 will become a signal resulting from selecting the emission of light by the subfields corresponding to luminance level among the 4 subfields not including the subfield SF1a as described previously in (3). For instance, when the luminance level of input video signal is 8, signal is generated by selecting the emission of light from subfield SF4; when the luminance level is 7, signal generated by selecting the emission of light from subfields SF3, SF2 and SF1; when the luminance level is 3, signal generated by selecting the emission of light from subfields SF2 and SF1; when the luminance level is 8 resulting from variation from 7, signal generated by selecting the emission of light from subfield SF4, respectively.

In the embodiment described above, the rapid moving dynamic image corrector is explained with reference to the case where one frame is composed of 4 subfields SF4 ~ SF1, whereas the slow moving dynamic image corrector is explained with reference to the case where one frame is composed of 4 subfields SF4 ~ SF1 and a subfield SF1a adjacent to the subfield SF1, 5 subfields in total (i.e., 5 bits), but the
present invention is not limited to this. For instance, the rapid moving dynamic image corrector is applicable to the case where one frame is composed of \( n \) number (\( n \) is any integer not less than 2) of subfields \( S \! F_{n} \sim S \! F_{1} \), while the slow moving dynamic image corrector is applicable to the case where one frame is composed of \( n+1 \) number of subfields, i.e., \( n \) number of subfields \( S \! F_{n} \sim S \! F_{1} \) plus one subfield \( S \! F_{1a} \) in total, (case where the image is of gradation of \( 2^{n} \)). Further, the latter can also be applied to the case where the subfield \( S \! F_{1a} \) is omitted.

For instance, the slow moving dynamic image corrector is also applicable to the case where one frame is composed of 6 subfields in total (i.e., 6 bits), that is, 5 subfields (\( n = 5 \)), \( S \! F_{5} \sim S \! F_{1} \), and 1 subfield \( S \! F_{1a} \), which is adjacent to \( S \! F_{1} \), (a case where the image to be displayed is of 32 gradations). In this case, the signal output from the slow moving dynamic image corrector 16, described previously in (3), becomes a signal to induce the emission of light from the subfields \( S \! F_{4} \), \( S \! F_{3} \), \( S \! F_{2} \), \( S \! F_{1} \) and \( S \! F_{1a} \) only when the luminance level has varied to 16 from 15. Therefore, at the point at which the luminance level varies from 15 to 16, bit value varies from 011110 to 011111, and the emission of light will not continue, so that there is no substantial variation of luminance level thereby preventing degradation of picture quality.

In the above embodiment, the rapid moving dynamic image corrector is designed not only to select the emission of light from corresponding subfields among \( n \) number of subfields \( S \! F_{n} \sim S \! F_{1} \) according to the luminance level of input video signal but also corrects the display positions of the \( n \) number of subfields of each frame of input video signal according to the value of the moving vector, but the
present invention is not limited to this embodiment, and thus it is sufficient for the rapid moving dynamic image corrector to be any one which is capable of correcting input video signal for output by using proper correction means when the value of the moving vector detected by the moving vector detector is larger than the preset value $S$.

In the above embodiment, the slow moving dynamic image corrector is designed to select the light emitted from subfields SF(n-1), ... SF1 and SF1a only when the luminance level of input video signal has varied from $2^{(n-1)}-1$ to $2^{(n-1)}$, and select the light emitted from corresponding subfields among $n$ number of subfields SF$n$ - SF1 not including subfield SF1a with respect to the luminance level other than that described previously, but the present invention is not limited to this embodiment, and thus it is sufficient for the slow moving dynamic image corrector to be any one which is capable of correcting for output the video signal by using proper dynamic image correction means when the value of the moving vector detected by the moving vector detector is smaller than the preset value $S$.

In the above embodiment, an explanation is made as to the case of display device using the PDP, but the present invention is not limited this, that is, the present invention is also applicable to the digital display device (e.g., display device using LCD).

**INDUSTRIAL AVAILABILITY**

As described in the foregoing, the present invention is designed to provide an optimum dynamic image correction for both the rapid moving part and slow moving part of dynamic image when applied to a display device (e.g., display devices using PDP or LCD), wherein one frame is
divided into a plurality of subfields on time-sharing basis, and the image of multigradation is produced by having subfields emit light according to the luminance level of input video signal.
CLAIMS

1. A dynamic image correction method for display device, the display device having one frame divided into a plurality of subfields for producing multigradation image by having the subfields emit light according to the luminance level of input video signal, wherein the moving vector of a block during one frame or during a plurality of frames is detected on the basis of the input video signal, and the signal obtained by correcting the input video signal by either the rapid moving dynamic image correction means or the slow moving dynamic image correction means is selectively output to the display device depending on whether the value of the detected moving vector is larger or smaller than the preset value S.

2. A dynamic image correction method for display device according to claim 1, wherein the rapid moving dynamic image correction means not only selects the light emitted from corresponding subfields among n number of subfields SFn ~ SF1 according to the luminance level of input video signal, the n number of subfields constituting one frame and having luminance ratios of $2^{(n-1)}$ (n = any integer not less than 2) through $2^{0} (= n - n)$, but also corrects display positions of the n number of subfields SFn ~ SF1, which constitute each frame of the input video signal, depending on the value of the detected moving vector, while the slow moving dynamic image correction means selects the light emitted from subfields SF(n-1) ~ SF1 and SF1a only when the luminance level of input video signal has varied from $2^{(n-1)} - 1$ to $2^{(n-1)}$, the n number
of subfields SFn ~ SF1 and SF1a, the SF1a being adjacent to SF1, constituting one frame and having Luminance ratios of 2^{(n-1)} through 2^{0(\equiv n-n)}, and also selects the light emitted from corresponding subfields among n number of subfields SFn ~ SF1 not including the subfield SF1a with respect to the luminance levels other than those described above.

3. A dynamic image correction circuit of display device, the display device having one frame divided into a plurality of subfields on time-sharing basis to produce multigradation image by having corresponding subfields emit light according to the luminance level of input video signal, comprising a moving vector detector for detecting the moving vector of a block during one frame or during a plurality of frames according to the input video signal, a rapid moving dynamic image corrector for correcting the input video signal for output by using a proper dynamic image correction means when the detected value of moving vector is larger than preset value S, a slow moving dynamic image corrector for correcting the input video signal by using a proper dynamic image correction means when the detected value of moving vector is smaller than the preset value S and a discriminating selector for selectively output the signal output from the rapid moving dynamic image corrector or the signal output from the slow moving dynamic image corrector depending on whether the value of the detected moving vector is larger or smaller than the preset value S.
4. A dynamic image correction circuit for display device according to claim 3, wherein the rapid moving dynamic image corrector not only selects the light emitted from corresponding subfields among n number of subfields SFn ~ SF1 according to the luminance level of input video signal, the n number of subfields SFn ~ SF1 having luminance ratios of $2^{(n-1)}$ (n= any integer not less than 2) through $2^{0(=n-n)}$ and constituting one frame, but also corrects the display position of the n number of subfields SFn ~ SF1, which constitute each frame of the video signal, depending on the value of detected moving vector, while the slow moving dynamic image corrector selects the light emitted from corresponding subfields among n number of subfields SFn ~ SF1 and subfield SF1a only when the luminance level of input video signal has varied from $2^{(n-1)-1}$ to $2^{(n-1)}$, the subfields SFn ~ SF1 and subfield SF1a having luminance ratios of $2^{(n-1)}$ through $2^{0(=n-n)}$ and constituting one frame, and also selects the light emitted from corresponding subfields among n number of subfields SFn ~ SF1 not including subfield SF1a with respect to the luminance levels other than those described above.
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